
DZ Turf-Fix

Would you like a healthy new sward?
Easily fixed with the Vredo Turf-Fix. With its famous double disc principle, Vredo can call itself the overseeding spe-
cialist in agricultural as well in the sports turf and golf markets. Next to perfect seeding, the Vredo Turf-Fix also aer-
ates and sands the surface. These specialist processes can now be carried out at the same time by field managers, 
greenkeepers and gardeners using the Turf-Fix. The base unit has a width of 81 centimetres and can get into the most 
difficult to reach areas of a course, pitch of field. The Vredo Turf-Fix can be delivered as 3-point mounted model as 
well as a towed model for a 2-axle vehicle (e.g. lawn mower) or a 1-axle vehicle (e.g. Agria, BCS, Ferrari) unit. Using the 
red base frame, the Turf-Seed, Turf-Air or Turf-Sand can be mounted in a blink of an eye.

Vredo Overseeders

Vredo Turf - Fix; “A firm and healthy new sward is easily achieved!”

VREDO double disc principal

The best in the field

Overseeding with Turf-Seed
Overseeding is important aspect of keeping a lawn healthy. Young grass-
es will keep their colour better and will be strong enough to fight off 
weeds and moss. The Turf-Seed makes a small slit in the turf every 3,5 
centimetres, and places the seed into the slits. The Turf-Fix’s tires then 
close the slit through pressure, enabling a good contact between seed 
and soil, making the seed germinate and take root fast.

Aeration with Turf-Air
Aeration is necessary to get water, air and light into the root zone as 
these are the essential ingredients for an even and dark green turf. 
The Vredo Turf-Fix with Air Unit is equipped with solid tines and cre-
ates small holes in the lawn with a depth of approximately 3 centime-
tres - 260 Holes per m2. This lets the lawn breathe, strongly 
enhancing grass growth. 
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Standard new features

A
Spindle
Used to adjust the quantity of seed released by the machine. 
With the use of the seed chart at the inner side of the lid, 
this is an easy job.

Specifications Vredo DZ Turf - Fix Seed/Air/Sand
Type Working 

width 
Row/ hole 
distance

Contents seed 
hopper 

Dimensions (m) Weight 

DZ206.03.5 Seed 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 60 l. 0,82 X 0,82 X 0,80 m 230 kg
DZ206.03.5T Seed 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 60 l. 1.30 X 0,82 X 0,80 m 250 kg
DZ206.03.5T Seed (for 1-axle machine) 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 60 l. 1,24 X 0,82 X 0,80 m 260 kg

DZ206.03.5 Air 0,63  m. 6 cm hole nvt. 0,84 X 0,81 X 0,70 m 175 kg
DZ206.03.5T Air 0,63  m. 6 cm hole nvt. 1.43 X 0,81 X 0,70 m 195 kg
DZ206.03.5T Air (for 1-axle machine) 0,63  m. 6 cm hole nvt. 1,24 X 0,81 X  0,70 m 205 kg

DZ206.03.5 Sand 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 114 l. 0,84 X 0,81 X  0,89 m 235 kg.
DZ206.03.5T Sand 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 114 l. 1.43 X 0,81 X 0,89 m 255 kg.
DZ206.03.5T Sand (for 1-axle machine) 0,63  m. 3.5 cm 114 l. 1,24 X 0,81 X  0,89 m 265 kg.

The best in the field

www.vredo.com
+31 (0) 488 411 254  
sales@vredo.com
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Round lid and new striping
The latest Vredo Turf-Fix has a round lid and new striping for 
a real Vredo look!

Sanding with Turf-Sand
Sanding is necessary in order to fill the holes created by the Turf-Air. Doing 
this allows the breathing effect to remain for a long period of time, and the 
vertical holes provide optimal drainage in the root zone. The Turf-Sand can 
be easily attached to the Turf-Fix’s mainframe. The Turf-Sand has a capac-
ity of 114 litres. The dosing system is seamless variable and can be used 
with the double disc system to bring the sand approximately 2 centimetres 
into the soil, or without discs to dress the sand on top of the surface. 
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